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Abstract
In this paper, we address the problem of model checking temporal properties of nite-state programs.
This problem is usually solved by modelling the program as well as the negation of the desired
temporal property as automata on in nite words (Buchi automata) and checking for emptiness of
the automaton resulting from the synchronous product of the program automaton and the negated
property automaton. To check properties expressed in Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL) [MP91b]
involves a construction which produces an automaton with states exponential in the size of the
formula [Wol89]. This poses a problem especially when model checking under fairness assumptions
| the formulae tend to be very long in these cases. In this paper, we present a method to directly
check properties expressed in LTL for programs written in a UNITY-like notation. We do this
by adapting well-known LTL proof rules to model checking. In our approach, there is no need
to construct equivalent Buchi automata. Another advantage is our ability to handle fairness in
a straightforward way. Our method combines model checking and theorem proving in a uni ed
framework, and is compatible with on-the- y techniques such as bit-state hashing.

1 Introduction
Model checking has emerged as a successful method to verify that a ( nite-state) program satis es
its correctness requirements [CES86, Hol91, Kur89, McM93]. It is based on the idea of expressing
a program's requirement as a formula in temporal logic, and viewing the program as a structure
that may be interpreted as the formula's model [Wol89]. In this paper, we shall only concern
ourselves with the problem of model checking formulae expressed in Linear-time Temporal Logic
(LTL) [MP83, MP91b]. Other popular approaches use branching-time logics such as CTL (see
for example [CES86, McM93] for details). The usual approach to model check an LTL formula
is to construct a nite-automaton on in nite words (a Buchi automaton) for the negation of the
formula, take a synchronous product of the automaton representing the behaviour of the program
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and the Buchi automaton representing the negation of the formula, and check that the language
accepted by the product automaton is empty [VW86, Wol89]. Emptiness is checked by determining
whether the set of accepting states is reachable from the initial set of states, and belongs to a cycle
[CVWY92, Hol91]. An advantage of this approach is that using the negation of the formula may
result in a smaller state space to be explored. A popular way to implement this algorithm is to
compute the program automaton and the synchronous product in the same step, obviating the
need to store the whole state-space graph, an approach known as on-the- y (OTF) model checking
[CVWY92, Hol91].
A major disadvantage of this approach is that to model check a property expressed in LTL requires
the construction of an equivalent Buchi automaton that has, in general, an exponential number of
states in the length of the original formula [Wol89]. Smaller equivalent automata can be constructed
by hand (no minimization procedures for these automata exist); this approach, however, is errorprone and is generally not recommended. A common work around is a pre-computed or \cookbook"
approach for the translation. These automated or pre-computed approaches may seem appealing,
but they do not work well in practice because veri ers are left with no intuitive understanding of
the generated automata (or the ones from cookbooks) | interpreting counterexamples produced
by the model checker therefore becomes very dicult.
Another disadvantage of this method is that fairness assumptions [Fra86, MP91b] cannot be handled
very well. A plausible approach to handle fairness is to express the fairness assumption as a formula
F , and model check the formula F ) q , where q is the property to be checked. This approach is
not very feasible because even if the original formula q expressing the desired property is short, the
new formula will, in general, no longer be so. Other approaches that build fairness directly into
the state exploration algorithms [Pel93] have the disadvantage that they generate inordinately long
counterexamples, making them hard to interpret.
In this paper, we explore a new approach to model check temporal properties. Our method adapts
well-known proof rules used in theorem proving LTL formulae [MP91a], to model checking. Termed
direct model checking, this approach has several advantages:

 There is no need to construct (or use) Buchi automata for model checking properties expressed

in LTL.
 It uni es model checking with theorem proving methods, vastly increasing the set of tools
available to practicing veri ers. In fact, it permits a veri cation problem to be tackled using a
mix of model checking and theorem proving tools.
 Fairness (both weak fairness as well as strong fairness) is handled in a straightforward way, just
as in theorem proving approaches.
 The method is compatible with on-the- y model checking and the bit-state hashing algorithm
of [Hol88].
Our approach requires some intuition on the part of veri ers, to be able to come up with auxiliary
invariants (and other predicates) which may be necessary for model checking. In the opinion of
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this author, this is actually an advantage because use of this approach is close to a genuine proof
i.e., a chain of argument which will convince a human reviewer; the pitfalls of relying on the mere
grunt of assent from an oracle (in this case, the model checking program) are well-known [RvH91].

2 Preliminaries
In the following discussion, we associate a set V of variables with every program P . Each variable
may take on values over a ( nite) domain D. A state is an interpretation of V , assigning to each
variable a value from domain D.

2.1 Notation for Programs
Without loss of generality, we represent programs as ( nite) sets of transitions, as in UNITY
[CM88]. Programs with constructs such as processes, channels, sequential and parallel composition,
and repetition can be mechanically translated to this notation (see for example [SdR94, Bha95]).
A program P is a tuple h; T i, consisting of an initial predicate , characterizing the set of initial
states, and a ( nite) set of transitions T . Each transition consists of a quanti er-free predicate, or
guard, the symbol \,!", followed by a nite set of assignments (separated by commas), called the
body. Operationally, a transition is said to be enabled in a state s if its guard evaluates to \true" in
that state. If a transition is enabled in state s , its body may be executed in that state. Assignments
in the body are executed as a single multiple assignment. For example, the body \x:=y, y:=x"
exchanges the values of variables x and y .
A behaviour of program P is a linear sequence of states s0 ; s1; : : : such that the rst state s0 of the
sequence is an initial state of P (i.e., it satis es the initial predicate ), and for each consecutive
pair of states hsi ; si +1 i in the sequence, there exists a transition  of P such that its guard is true in
state si , and state si +1 results from executing  's body in state si . For our purpose, we assume all
behaviours to be in nite sequences, without loss of generality; for, we may extend a nite sequence
ending in state sn into an in nite one by repeating sn at the end of the sequence (in nitely many
times).

2.2 Notation for Properties
We assume an underlying rst-order assertion language L, with interpreted symbols for expressing
the standard operations and relations over domain D. We shall refer to formulae in language L as
state formulae or assertions. We shall denote the proposition \true" by tt.
We construct temporal formulae out of state formulae by applying the logical operators : (negation)
and _ (disjunction), and the temporal operator U (until). Other logical operators such as )
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(implication), , (equivalence), and ^ (conjunction), and temporal operators such as 3 (eventually)
and 2 (henceforth) can be de ned in terms of these elementary operators.
A temporal formula p is interpreted over an in nite sequence of states  : s0; s1; : : :, known as a
structure, where each state si is an interpretation for the variables in p . For a structure  , the
general notion of a temporal formula p holding at position j  0 in  is written as (; j ) j= p . In
the following, we provide an inductive de nition of a temporal formula p holding for sequence  at
position j = 01 :

 If p is a state formula (i.e., has no temporal operators),
(; 0) j= p , s0 j= p
we evaluate p using the interpretation given by state s0 .

 (; 0) j= :p , (; 0) 6j= p .
 (; 0) j= p _ q , (; 0) j= p or (; 0) j= q .
 (; 0) j= p U q , for some k  0, (; k ) j= q and for all i such that 0  i < k , (; i ) j= p .
In addition, we de ne two other temporal operators:

 3p = tt U p (eventually)
 2p = :3:p (henceforth).

2.3 Program Validity of LTL Formulae
The behaviour of a program P , an in nite sequence of states, can serve as a structure over which
a temporal formula p may be interpreted.
We de ne the validity of a temporal formula p for a program P by interpreting p over all behaviours
of program P . if p is valid for all behaviours of program P , we say program P satis es the temporal
property p . We may check this by using proof rules for establishing temporal properties of programs.
In this paper, we outline how these proof rules may be adapted for model checking, and propose
an algorithm to accomplish this task.
We shall restrict ourselves to the following groups of properties2 . These proof rules suce to
establish most temporal properties and are the main working tools for a practicing veri er [MP90].
this is known as a canonical interpretation of formula p
the proof system may be extended to a richer system, which establishes validity of any LTL formula; for details
see [MP91a, MP91b]
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One group of rules establishes the validity of the invariance formulae 2q and 2(p ) 2q ); these
formulae express the invariance of a state formula q , either throughout a behaviour, or starting
from the state in a behaviour in which formula p holds.
Another group of rules establishes the validity of the eventuality formulae 3q and 2(p ) 3q );
these formulae express the guarantee that q will eventually be true in a behaviour, either once, or
following each state in which formula p holds.
These proof rules reduce the problem of establishing an LTL property for a program to the problem
of establishing the validity of a ( nite) set of state formulae. Some of these are directly expressed as
( rst-order) predicates. Others, known as annotated transitions, are written in terms of individual
transitions of the program. They are of the form fpre g fpost g, where pre and post are predicates
and  is a transition. The interpretation of fpre g fpost g is that whenever the guard of  is true
in a state in which pre holds, then post holds in the state resulting from the execution of the body
of  .
We may translate each annotated transition into a rst-order predicate. We do this by using the
notion of weakest precondition [Dij76]. Let B denote the body x1 := e1;    ; xn := en . The weakest
precondition wp (B ; post ), where post is a predicate, is de ned as post [e1=x1 ;    ; en =xn ], where
post [e1=x1 ;    ; en =xn ] denotes the predicate resulting from the simultaneous substitution of ei for
xi in post (i = 1;    ; n ). An annotated transition fpre g fpost g, where  = g ,! B , is equivalent
to the predicate (pre ^ g ) ) wp (B ; post ).

2.4 Notation for Annotated Programs
An annotated program P A is a tuple hA ; T A i. It consists of an annotated initial predicate A and a
( nite) set of annotated transitions T A . A = h; Init i, where  and Init are predicates, is written
as fInit g. Each annotated transition  A 2 T A is a triple hpre ; ; post i written as fpre g fpost g.
Here, pre and post are predicates and  is a transition of the form g ,! B with guard g and
body B . We de ne the enabledness of an annotated transition  A in terms of the enabledness of
its component transition  .
Operationally, we may de ne a behaviour of an annotated program just as we did for a program:
a behaviour  = s0; s1; : : : starts from a state s0 satisfying predicate  of A , and for each pair
of consecutive states si and si +1 in  , execution of the transition part of an enabled annotated
transition in state si results in state si +1 .
Additionally, each behaviour must satisfy the following conditions:

 Predicate Init must hold in state s0. If not, the behaviour is said to have an assertion violation
in state s0. In this event, the singleton sequence s0 is called a counterexample.

 If state si +1 results from state si by executing the transition part of an enabled annotated
transition  A , and the predicate part pre of  A holds in state si , then predicate part post of  A
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must hold in state si +1 . If not, such a behaviour is said to have an assertion violation in state
si . In such a case, and additionally if there are no assertion violations in states s0 ; : : :; si ,1 , the
sequence of states s0; : : : si is called a counterexample.

3 The Model Checking Algorithm
The model checking problem we consider is as follows: given an annotated program P A check for
assertion violations, if any, and provide a counterexample for the rst encountered violation. We
call this process assertion checking. The algorithm, adapted form [HS82], performs a depth- rst
search (DFS) of the behaviours of program P A . In the following, the notation Pred (s ) where Pred
is a predicate and s is a state is used to denote the evaluation of predicate Pred in state s (yielding
a boolean result). We denote the cardinality of set T A by j T A j. We use the notation iA to denote
the i th annotated transition of T A . The components of iA are respectively denoted by iA :pre , i ,
and iA :post . Predicate enabled (iA; s ) denotes the enabledness condition of transition iA in state
s . Function succ (; s ) returns the state resulting from the execution of transition  in state s .
The main data structures used are the following: Stack S holds the sequence of states of a behaviour,
starting from the initial state up to (and excluding) the current state (cs ). Elements of stack S are
tuples hs ; n i where s 2 D is a state and n 2 Nat is a natural number denoting the rst unexplored
transition of state s . We denote the empty stack by empty; stack operations push , pop , and top
have the usual meaning. Set H holds all states that have been visited during the DFS. Set H is
usually implemented as a hash-table. Set operations [ and 2 have the usual meaning. We denote
the null set by .
H := ; S := empty
for each s0 such that (s0) and s0 62 H do
cs := s0; assert (Init (s0)); H := H [ fs0g; push (S ; hs0; 1i);
while S 6= empty do
hcs ; i i := top (S ); pop (S )
while i  j T A j do
if enabled (iA; cs ) then
ns := succ (i ; cs )
if iA :pre (cs ) then assert (iA :post (ns )) end
if ns 62 H then
H := H [ fns g; push (S ; hcs ; i + 1i);
cs := ns ; i := 1
else i := i + 1 end
else i := i + 1 end
end
end

end
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The algorithm uses the following auxiliary procedure assert . In this procedure, assume that routine
PrintStates (S ) prints out the state component of elements of stack S and routine PrintState (s )
prints out state s .
procedure assert (Predicate p )
if :p then

/* report assertion failure */

PrintStates (S ); PrintState (cs ); exit

end
end

4 Adapting LTL Proof Rules to Model Checking
In this section, we outline how we may interpret LTL proof rules in the context of model checking.
We have adapted these proof rules from [MP83, MP90, MP91a, MP91b]. As we mentioned in
section 2.3, we shall restrict ourselves to proof rules for invariance and eventuality formulae, as our
intent is to convey to the reader our central idea. It should be easy to extend our work to the
general case of model checking any LTL formula (on the lines of [MP91a, MP91b]).
Using a proof rule, one may infer an LTL property for a program from the validity of a set of
formulae known as its premises. In the classical theorem proving approach, these validities are
established individually by providing proofs in a formal axiomatic theory. In our \direct" model
checking approach, their validity is established in one of two ways: some of them are translated,
using similar proof rules, into other model checking problems; alternately, validity of a set of
formulae is collectively inferred by assertion checking an annotated program using the algorithm
outlined in section 3.
In the following, we denote by fpre gT fpost g, where pre and post are predicates, and T  T is a
set of transitions, the condition of requiring fpre g fpost g to hold for every  2 T .

4.1 Rules for Invariance
A proof rule to establish, for a program P , the validity of the temporal formula 2q , where q is a
state formula, is as below.
INV

I1.  ) 
I2.  ) q
I3. fgT fg
2q
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This rule uses an auxiliary predicate  to establish the invariance of q . Assertion  holds initially
(by premise I1) and is propagated from each state to the next (by premises I3). Therefore,  is an
invariant of program P , i.e., it holds continuously over all behaviours of P . It follows from premise
I2 that q is also an invariant of program P .
A stronger auxiliary predicate  may be required only when assertional validity is established
individually for each premise. The property we want to establish, q , may be too weak to ensure
validity of premises I3 when used directly. This will not be the case when model checking is used to
collectively establish the premises of rule INV. For this approach, we may set  to be the property
q . In this case, premise I2 reduces to a tautaulogy and needs no further checking.
To establish, for program P , the invariance of a state property q (i.e., 2q ), it is sucient to assertion
check an annotated program P A with annotated initial predicate fq g, and annotated transitions
fq gT fq g. We present this as a model checking rule INV :
INV  A : fq g
T A: fq gT fq g
P j= 2q

Let us now examine how one may model check the temporal formula 2(p ) 2q ), where p and q
are state formulae. A proof rule to establish its validity for a program P is given below.
TINV

T1. p ) 
T2.  ) q
T3. fgT fg
2(p ) 2q )

As in rule INV, rule TINV requires an auxiliary predicate  to establish the invariance of q ,
starting from a state si in which predicate p holds. Assertion  holds in state si (by premise T1),
and is propagated from each state to the next (by premises T3). It follows from premise T2 that
q also holds starting from state si .
To start with, let us examine the special case of establishing 2(q ) 2q ) i.e., when predicate p is
set to q in the above formulae. Known as a stability property, this formula asserts that if q holds
at any state in a behaviour, then it will continue to hold for the rest of the behaviour. As in the
previous proof rule, we use predicate q for . We may establish this using the following model
checking rule STAB :
STAB  A : fttg
T A: fq gT fq g
P j= 2(q ) 2q )
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Now, to model check the general case 2(p ) 2q ), it is sucient if we additionally establish validity
of the formula 2(p ) q ). We may do this either by theorem proving, or by establishing that it is
an invariant property of program P , by using the model checking rule INV .

4.2 Rules for Eventuality
Let us now consider the eventuality formula 2(p ) 3q ). Known as the basic response property, it
asserts that every state si where formula p holds is followed by a state sj (j  i ) where formula q
holds. Response properties are usually established under a fairness assumption [Fra86, MP91b]. A
common fairness assumption, known as weak fairness, formalizes the concept of \ nite progress"
[Dij68] | if a program P has an enabled operation, then it will be eventually executed. The e ect
of a fairness assumption is to lter out behaviours that would otherwise be legal behaviours of
program P . The following rule relies on weak fairness to ensure that a helpful transition k , leading
to q , will be taken.
RESP R1. 2(p ) (q _ ))
R2. fgT fq _ g
R3. fgk fq g
R4. 2( ) (q _ En ( )))

2(p ) 3q )

Premise R1 ensures that p implies q or . Premise R2 ensures that all transitions either lead from
 to q , or preserve . Premise R3 states that the helpful transition k leads from  to q . Finally,
premise R4 ensures that k is enabled as long as  holds and q does not hold (here, predicate En ( )
stands for the enableness condition of transition  ). Therefore, if p holds at state si , but q does
not hold, then  must hold continuously past state si , and transition k is not taken. However, by
premise R4, this means that transition k is continuously enabled (but never taken) in these states,
which violates our fairness assumption.
To cast proof rule RESP into a model checking problem, observe that premises R1 and R4 may
be established by using model checking rules INV  or STAB  (or by using a combination of model
checking and theorem proving methods). The remaining premises R2 and R3 may be established
by assertion checking the following annotated program TRIG :
TRIG  A :
T A:
T A:
P j=

fttg

fgT fq _ g
fgk fq g
2( )  U q )

Note that program TRIG  contains annotated transitions fgk fq _ g and fgk fq g (since
k 2 T ). Our model checking algorithm has been designed in such a way that assertions of both
transitions will be checked. An important point to note here is that behaviours that violate the weak
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fairness assumption may be generated during model checking. These behaviours, however, will not
trigger assertion violations as we only check for violations under the assumption of weak fairness.

Let us now examine how the basic response property may be established under the assumption of
strong fairness3. The following rule relies on strong fairness to ensure that a helpful transition k ,
leading to q , will be taken.
CRESP C1. 2(p ) (q _ ))
C2. fgT fq _ g
C3. fgk fq g
C4. 2( ) 3(q _ En ( )))

2(p ) 3q )

The di erence between this rule and the earlier rule is the fourth premise. Premise R4 requires
that  holding in a state si implies that q holds or the helpful transition k is enabled in state si .
Premise C4, however, only requires formula q to hold or transition k to be enabled in a state sj ,
(j  i ). As before, if p holds in a state, and is not followed by a state in which q holds, then 
must hold continuously, with transition k never being taken. Premise C4 guarantees that k is
enabled in nitely many times, which violates our assumption of strong fairness.
This rule may be adapted to model checking on the lines of rule RESP, but for the fourth premise,
an eventuality formula, which is established either by theorem proving or by using model checking
rule TRIG .
Let us now examine how we may establish eventuality properties without relying on single helpful
transitions. Known as extended response properties, they are established based on the principle of
well-founded induction, by an argument similar to proofs of termination for sequential programs.
Assume a re exive and transitive binary relation  over a set A, denoted as the pair (A; ). Such
a relation is called a preorder, i.e, for elements a ; b ; c 2 A, a  a and if a  b and b  c then also
a  c . If a  b and b  a , we write a = b . If a  b but not b  a , we denote a  b . The relation
 is an ordering, i.e., it is irre exive, antisymmetric, and transitive. We refer to relation  as the
ordering induced by the preorder .
We say that an ordering  is well founded if there does not exist an in nite sequence a0 ; a1; : : :,
where ai 2 A and for all i = 0; 1; : : :, ai +1  ai . In such a case, we refer to the preorder (A; )
inducing the ordering  to be well founded.
For a well-founded preorder (A; ), de ne a ranking function  which maps sequences of states into
the domain A. The following rule uses well-founded induction to establish eventuality properties:
Intuitively, the requirement of strong fairness disallows computations in which a transition  is enabled in nitely
many times but taken only nitely many times
3
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WRESP W1. 2(p ) (q _ ))
W4. 2(( ^ ( = )) ) 3(q _ ( ^ (  ))))

2(p ) 3q )

Let  be a behaviour of program P . For each position j  0, we refer to  (s0; s1; : : :; sj ) as the rank
at position j .
Premise W1 ensures, as before, that if predicate p holds at state si , then either q or  hold at si .
Premise W2 ensures that if  holds with a certain rank , then eventually we will reach a state in
which either q holds, or  is maintained but with a rank lower than . Since the range of function 
is set A, this ranking cannot keep decreasing inde nitely because set A is well-founded. Therefore,
predicte q must hold eventually.
This principle may be used in a straightforward way in model checking. Premise W1, an invariance
property, may be established as outlined in section 4.1. Premise W2, an eventuality formula, is
usually established by one of the two previous rules.

5 Conclusion and Ongoing Work
We have presented a \direct" model checking approach for checking temporal properties of nitestate programs. The traditional approach requires the construction of equivalent automata on
in nite words (Buchi automata), and checking for their emptiness. Such a construction results in
an automaton with an exponential number of states in the length of the original formula, which is
a problem especially when model checking under fairness assumptions. Another drawback is the
diculty in interpreting counterexamples produced by the model checker.
A well known problem of model checking is that it does not supply an argument which will convince
human reviewers | the fact that a model checking algorithm has detected no counterexamples to a
temporal claim is not sucient evidence to convince reviewers of its validity. The approach outlined
in this paper brings model checking closer to theorem proving, in that one may extract a chain
of argument as a result of a model checking e ort. In fact, our approach uni es model checking
with theorem proving, and allows portions of a model checking problem to be verifed by theorem
proving methods. This increases the array of tools at the disposal of practicing veri ers.
At the time of writing, we have a prototype implementation of the model checker available for
experimentation. We have been using it for practical veri cations, notably for the analysis of
liveness violations in the DQDB protocol [HCM92]. Other applications include consistency checking
of SCR-style requirements speci cation documents [AFB+88, PM91].
Work is also underway to integrate our model checking algorithm into Snap, a theorem proving
system [BS94]. Performing model checking in the context of a theorem proving system such as Snap
will enable veri ers to use the system's book-keeping functions to manage complex veri cations.
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It will also allow veri ers to perform reductions and transformations (using term rewriting) on the
veri cation problem.
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